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‘Space Age Christianity’: 

Religion at Seattle’s Century 21 Exposition 

 
“Point to the Space Needle and reflect on the Biblical story of the Tower of Babel. What an exciting 

venture is that Space Needle. Those steel toothpicks gracefully poised… attracting the sophisticated 

and simple alike… But within its shadow is confusion… and the confusion of thoughts along the 

avenue of nations will be colorful… However, adjacent to the Science Pavilion will be the Christian 

Witness building, almost lost in the massive surroundings. There a number of laminated beams 

reach up and out, as hands pleading to God… The contrasts in size (of the Christian Pavilion and 

others) is sharp. But so is man’s vanity, stark in overshadowing man’s life destiny! One wonders if 

the Needle isn’t an accurate symbol of the Space Age: Purposeless pride!” – Rev. Franklin W. 

Kelsey
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This postcard from the Seattle World’s Fair depicts the balance of power: the cathedral-like arches of the Science 

Pavilion stand on the left; the American flag stands proudly in the middle; and the cross, stretching as high as the flag, 

sits atop the Christian Witness pavilion on the right. The executive vice-president of Christian Witness in Century 21 

remarked, “Although our building is modest in comparison to the magnificent Science Pavilion, the very fact that we 

are directly across from it is a reminder to man that God was and is and ever shall be.”
 2
 

 

From April 21
st
 to October 21

st
 of 1962, Seattle, Washington became a city of the future. On 

seventy-four acres of land previously a farmer’s field, city, state, federal, and private investors built 

the Century 21 Exposition, a world’s fair which showcased what life might be like in the twenty-

first century.
3
 Departing from the original theme of “Festival of the American West,” the fair’s new 

theme, “Man in the Space Age,” focused on the science and technology of the future, “inspired by 

the promise of a new age before the world – the age of space.”
4
 With the towering Space Needle as 
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its symbol, the Century 21 Expo showcased the scientific and technological achievements of the 

United States, challenging the greatest enemy of the Cold War: the Soviet Union.  

 Over ten million visitors came to see the displays at the fair, including the $10 million 

United States Science Pavilion, the Boeing Company’s “Spacearium,” and the “World of 

Tomorrow” which 
 
purported “to show how man will work, live and play in the century ahead.”

5 

Nestled amongst these scientific wonders was a building that sheltered some of mankind’s most 

ancient ideas. In the shadow of the Space Needle, the Christian Witness Pavilion espoused 

centuries-old religious ideology alongside the science pavilions, the evolution-themed Fountain of 

Creation, and “a freewheeling girlie extravaganza” on sexy Show Street.
6
 This pavilion was not the 

only display of American religiosity: to the east sat the Christian Science Pavilion, to the west stood 

the Sermons from Science exhibit. The Century 21 Expo celebrated the “Frontiers of the Future” 

and the new “Space Age perspective;” yet when evangelist Billy Graham visited the fair in July 

1962, his sermon at Memorial Stadium packed the house, attracting a crowd of over 20,000 people. 

The Christian pavilions followed the theme of “Jesus Christ – The Same Yesterday, Today and 

Forever” – but how did the teachings of Jesus address nuclear weapons, anti-Soviet paranoia, or 

Communism? As a brochure for the Sermons from Science exhibit asked, “Is Christian faith 

compatible with the findings of modern science?”
7
 How did fundamental religious ideas coexist 

within the culture of the Cold War and at the Century 21 Expo? What was the role of God and 

religion in 1960s America?  

By looking at the example of religious involvement and exhibits at the science-dominated 

Seattle World’s Fair, it becomes apparent just how significant a role religion played in Cold War 

America. Amidst the fears and uncertainties triggered by the events and culture of the Cold War, 
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Americans sought peace and security in religion. As science and innovation in technology was 

necessary to advance the United States in the arms race of the Cold War, religion was seen as a 

necessary corrective to keep experimentation within the bounds of Christian values and morality. 

Religious teachings were an important tool used to explain, question, and direct science down the 

“right” path, as well as to define Americans and their values against the enemy Soviets.
8
 Individual 

and national adherence to “Christian” values and social mores served as a defense against 

America’s “godless” enemies. The example of the Century 21 Expo demonstrates how religion was 

used to enforce Cold War American morality and as a guiding light for Americans dealing with 

radical changes in science, technology, and foreign policy. Christianity was the only thing that 

could give a clear sense of right and wrong in the uncertain times of the Cold War, as evidenced by 

fair exhibits used to spread the messages of Christianity, to correct science and technology, and to 

police morality and enforce traditional American values. 

 

Though the McCarthyism fervor of the 1950s was dying down, the beginning of the 1960s 

was still a significantly “hot” time period in the Cold War and the battle against Communism. The 

Seattle World’s Fair was bracketed between two very important events in the rivalry between the 

United States and the Soviet Union. The fair was launched following the launch of the Soviet 

satellite Sputnik in October 1957, while the fair’s closing ceremonies were absent their guest 

speaker, President John F. Kennedy, as he was busy dealing with the Cuban Missile Crisis.
9
 At the 

same time, there was an ongoing (and escalating) war to contain Communism in Vietnam.
10

  

                                                           
8
 Gilbert summarized a “curious asymmetry revealed by Century 21: religion was seen as a necessary corrective to 
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Beneath all these conflicts and controversies, the Cold War was simply a battle between 

political systems. But to Americans, it was often framed as a battle between good and evil. 

America, stalwart champion of democracy and capitalism, used religion and fait as a symbol of 

peace and freedom. President Harry Truman had claimed at the very beginning of the Cold War, 

“Religion alone has the answer to humanity’s twentieth century cry of despair.”
11

 Finding solace 

and reassurance in religion, church membership surged in America, increasing from 49% in 1940 to 

69% in 1960.
12

 Church attendance was a way to affirm “the American way of life.”
13

 This era of the 

Cold War was, of course, the one which added “one nation under God” to the Pledge of Allegiance 

and made “In God We Trust” the official national motto.
14

 Americans became increasingly devout 

through the 1950s and 60s, emboldened by their “spiritual sword” against their atheistic Soviet 

counterparts. 

In addition to wielding religion as a weapon against the Communists, Americans used 

religion to combat science. Worried that scientific or technological advancement could be cut short 

by conservative religious forces, the American government saw the Century 21 Expo as a good 

place to showcase to the public science’s peaceful applications, hence the themes found throughout: 

“threats and thresholds, frustrations and fulfillments, challenges and opportunities.”
15

 But the fair 

would prove to be a useful showcase for religious groups as well. For religious organizations that 

feared science was secularizing society, the fair was the perfect platform to stress that religion was 

not irrelevant just because science had arrived on the scene. Religion would come to play an equal 

role with science at the fair.
16

 Furthermore, scientific-education propaganda had already been used 
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 As quoted in Preston, 412. 
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before for anti-religious endeavors: Vladimir Lenin and Josef Stalin had used science-minded 

literature, posters, and films to attack the Russian Orthodox Church.
17

 American religious leaders 

believed strongly that scientific-education had to be kept in check by religion. In the context of the 

foreign policy of the early 1960s, science and religion were two of most important and influential 

topics of the Seattle World’s Fair. 

The importance of religion and the need for religion to play a prominent role in a 

presentation of America on the world stage, like at a world’s fair, was evident from the earliest 

planning stages. Many people, from community members to national leaders, wrote letters 

advocating for a religious display at the fair, noting that its absence would leave “a spiritual 

vacuum.”
18

 Those in charge of the fair agreed and when it was suggested by a committee member 

of the Performing Arts Division that religious observation be presented merely as a four-day series 

of events, the response was that “there is no good reason why religion should not be adequately 

represented at all times during the fair.” The reply further noted that even “the scientists who have 

participated in the National Science Planning Board for the Fair, as well as the top management of 

the Exposition, have encouraged a strong religious emphasis with moral and spiritual values right 

from the beginning of the planning for the fair.”
19

 Judging from the huge pile of letters which 

landed on fair planners’ desk, to put on the Century 21 Expo without including religious exhibits 

would be unthinkable, even in an age of science. 

By the end of 1959, plans for religious involvement at the World’s Fair were already well 

under way, with various church groups creating committees to brainstorm ideas for exhibits. 

Certainly, according to the planners, the fair would help “put the church on the map in the Pacific 
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 Tony Shaw, “Martyrs, Miracles, and Martians: Religion and Cold War Cinematic Propaganda in the 1950s,” Journal 

of Cold War Studies 4 (2002), 6. 
18

 Christian Witness brochure, box 9, Dingwall MSS. 
19

 Lemuel Petersen to Donald Johnson, January 16, 1962, box 9, Dingwall MSS. 
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Northwest.”
20

 Echoing the language of the fair’s original “American West” theme, the Northwest 

was labeled a “frontier” for the Christian message: only 30% of the region’s population officially 

belonged to any church.
21

 The fair provided an opportunity to increase church membership and 

spread the messages of Christianity so critical to Cold War philosophy. The Washington 

Association of Churches gave the responsibility of planning exhibits to their Committee on 

Evangelism. The Association recognized that they were “an integral part of the Century 21 planning 

program. Just what will develop as a Christian Witness in the Century 21 project is as yet uncertain, 

but it will be vital and relevant. Research [is under way] as to the most effective means of 

developing depth evangelism.”
22

 

Just what to present at the fair in the way of religious exhibits was undecided. Proposed 

themes reflected the fair’s themes and the culture of the Cold War: “Nuclear Energy for Peaceful 

Purposes” and “Toward a Family of Nations Under God.”
23

 Bill Rother, the owner of Westward 

Motel and Gift Shop nearby the Century 21 site, wrote to Ewen Dingwall, the general manager of 

the fair, to suggest that a religious display would rightly assert the United States as a force of good 

against evil. “The Communists can put on a good show,” he wrote, “But in the realm which 

separates men of good will from those who deny the validity of faith we have what the world 

hungers for. In such a mission we must unite the forces of good to route the forces of evil.” He 

proposed a storyline that would show “the misery and suffering of peoples today who are exploited 

by cruel masters and the contrasting happiness of free citizens who respect and aid each other – 

products of religious concern.”
24

 Religion, he explained, could be used to define Americans in 

contrast to the “godless Commies” and as a teaching tool: Americans would be presented with 
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 “Excerpt from typical letter sent to national and world leaders,” February 9, 1962, box 9, Dingwall MSS. 
21

 Christian Witness brochure, box 9, Dingwall MSS. 
22

 S. Raynor Smith, Jr., “Program Section on Evangelism,” 1960, p. 1, folder 4, box 8, Washington Association of 
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24
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science and technology at the fair and be given a choice to “join the Creator in His creation, or join 

the destroyers in their destruction.”
25

 His sentiment was representative of other Americans at the 

time: the Cold War was not only a battle between political and economic paradigms, but a battle 

between Christianity and atheism. Fair planners hoped their exhibits would cause visitors to choose 

the former. 

Not all of the proposed ideas sat well with the church planning committees. One community 

member recommended a “World of Religion” exhibit which would offer an educational and 

ecumenical approach to religion of all kinds, including Judaism and Catholicism, as well as Islam, 

Buddhism, and Hinduism. When associates of the Century 21 planning committee traveled to 

Thailand and Burma and told the locals about the idea, they were met “with unexpectedly warm 

response. The reaction seemed one of both surprise and gratification that a country [the US] 

normally thought to be dedicated almost exclusively to commercialism and the dollar would come 

up with a spiritual notion of this sort.”
26

 Fear of communism and the United States’ containment 

policy necessitated close ties and a solid relationship with countries in Southeast Asia, especially 

considering the ongoing conflict in Vietnam. Proposals for foreign exhibits exploring the cultures of 

the Pacific Ocean, from Hawaii to Taiwan, were numerous. Additionally, a World of Religion 

would reflect the rising influence and increasing acceptance of non-Protestant religions in 1960s 

America.
27

 However, it seems that the Protestant churches felt threatened by the idea and vetoed the 

World of Religion proposal. Minutes from the November 1960 meeting of the Washington-

Northern Idaho Council of Churches revealed that now that the fair planners wanted a “Hall of 

Religions,” “the organization [was] faced with something of a dilemma” owing to the “change of 
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 Christian Witness brochure, box 9, Dingwall MSS. 
26

 Tony de Grassi to Georgia Gellert and Ewen Dingwall, September 8, 1960, box 9, Dingwall MSS. For more on Cold 

War religion in Southeast Asia, see Andrew J. Rotter, “Christian, Muslims, and Hindus: Religion and U.S.-South Asian 

Relations, 1947-1954,” Diplomatic History 24 (4). 
27

 Preston, 465. 
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philosophy and presentation.”
28

 Notes from another meeting show that the proposal for a single 

united religious exhibit was “an embarrassment and source of confusion to us as Protestant 

Christians at this time.”
29

 Even though Cold War policy encouraged uniting religions of the world 

to fight against Soviet atheism, there was still plenty of fear and uncertainty about foreign religion, 

especially considering that Protestant churches already felt challenged by science at the fair.
30

 The 

religious planners likely wanted to have complete control over how religion was portrayed and to 

keep Christianity as the defining religious system in the United States, reassuring Cold War 

Americans it was upon Christian theology that America’s democratic system and values were 

predicated. 

With the plan for a World of Religion halted, a coalition of religious groups, all Protestant 

except one, was able to work together to advance their plans for an exhibit and ensure their role as 

the dominant religious voice at the fair.
31

 Christian Witness in Century 21, INC. was formed early 

in 1961. The group was made up of 21 denominations plus 15 Christian organizations, including the 

Young Men’s Christian Association (and its female counterpart), the American Bible Society, 

among others.
32

 The animosity towards other religions was still apparent: the asterisk at the bottom 

of their brochures made sure everyone knew the denominations were only getting together “for the 

purpose of presenting Jesus Christ more effectively” and their participation “does not represent 

compromise on doctrinal differences.”
33

 Christian Witness assured potential fairgoers that Century 
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 “Program Section on Evangelism – Minutes,” November 21 1960, folder 4, box 8, Churches MSS. 
29

 Gilbert, 310. Perhaps this sentiment went beyond Protestant groups: Beeman noted, without further explanation, that 
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30

 Catholics were allowed to organize a North American Liturgical Week and a Sacred Contemporary Art Display 
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31
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32
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33
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21 “will find Christian concepts in evidence under the plan of major Protestant groups in Seattle.”
34

 

The group immediately began putting together publicity mailings and informational brochures and 

went to work fundraising.  

 Christian Witness was able to build their own building, “at the center of the fairgrounds 

adjacent to the US Science Pavilion and the Space Needle,” as can be seen in the accompanying 

postcard.
35

 The groundbreaking for the new Christian Witness Pavilion occurred on November 22, 

1961 and featured two young children, a boy dressed as an astronaut and a girl dressed as a Pilgrim, 

to recognize “the spirit of Thanksgiving… and that no matter what tomorrow brings, God in Jesus 

Christ is with us.”
36

 Along with symbolizing the idea of God ever-present into the future, the 

display showed religion’s influence on traditional societal mores and values, the children’s 

costumes thinly veiling gender roles for men as breadwinning career-men and for women as 

wholesome home-makers. 

In a letter thanking Dingwall for his presence at the ceremony, Christian Witness in Century 

21 executive vice-president Lemuel Petersen wrote, “I look upon this building and program as a 

creative point of contact between church and culture, and an imaginative form of evangelism ‘in the 

market place.’”
37

 Along with being a form of evangelism, the Christian exhibits and events operated 

as educational venues offering balance amidst all of the science and as a sanctuary from the 

onslaught of radical new information. Most religious material at the fair expressed the idea that the 

only hope, only solution and “only optimism for a world living with a cobalt bomb is in God.”
38

 

Religious exhibit planners had worried that since the fair emphasized “science, technology and 

other materialist aspects of the world of tomorrow,” they would present a “misleading prospect 
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 Status report, May 1961, p. 23, Seattle MSS. 
35

 Christian Witness brochure, box 9, Dingwall MSS. 
36

 Mrs. Elwood V. Graves to Ewen Dingwall, November 15, 1961, box 9, Dingwall MSS. 
37
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38
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behind a façade of scientific wonders” since “the Creator is hardly to be ignored in our 

preoccupations with the ingenuity and self-reliance of man.”
39

 In fact, according to the Christian 

Witness exhibit, none of the scientific or technological advancements that man had ever achieved 

had he produced himself, instead man had only “discovered” what God had already created.
40

 As a 

brochure from one exhibit summarized it: “Amidst the unfolding wonders of the World’s Fair 

comes a pause to reflect, what is the purpose of all this?” Not merely to “glorify science” or 

“display wonders of the future,” but to “acknowledge Him Who is Creator, Redeemer, and Hope of 

all.”
41

 Christian exhibits at the fair showed that faith would be relevant to “man in the space age” 

and any questions visitors had about the scientific marvels could be answered within a religious 

context. 

Though there were only a handful of Christian exhibits out of the many hundreds of science 

and technology-themed exhibits, one did not have to look very hard to see religious overtones in 

narratives throughout the fair. As a visitor came to the end of their journey through the World of 

Tomorrow, after seeing flying cars and a house equipped with programmable color schemes, they 

would witness a scene of faceless mannequins trapped inside of a fall-out shelter. A booming 

narration would declare, “Man alone, of all God’s creatures, in good time builds his own future. The 

future is out there with you. The responsibility is now ours, and God be with us all.”
42

 A Methodist 

preacher wrote in The Christian Century that beyond religious exhibits at the fair, secular 

presentations that “were not intended to be religious” offered “a refreshing surprise. From intricate, 

relay-controlled electronic gimcracks emerged some profound words of warning for our society, 

words suggesting, by inference, some of the major pitfalls that menace effective communication of 

                                                           
39

 “Christian Witness in Century 21,” American Bible Society Record, March 1962, Seattle MSS. 
40

 Christian Witness brochure, box 9, Dingwall MSS. 
41

 Christian Witness brochure, box 9, Dingwall MSS; “Christian Witness in Century 21” brochure, 1962, box 1, 

Pamphlet and Textual Ephemera Collection, University of Washington, Seattle. 
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the gospel.”
43

 Indeed, the same language used in religious texts found its way into the narration of 

the World of Science (“In the beginning was man’s curiosity…”), the Ford Motor exhibit (in space, 

visitors witnessed “a celestial traffic jam”), among others.
44

 Even in the Science Pavilion, religion 

could be found in its design aesthetic termed “Space Gothic;” the graceful arches linked “ancient 

cathedral symbolism” with “limitless human aspirations of the future.”
 45

 Religious overtones 

infused much of, not only the fair, but American culture. 

There were three Christian pavilions at the fair: Christian Witness, Christian Science, and 

Sermons from Science. While each promoted the same commentary on the importance of religion in 

monitoring science and in fighting the Cold War battle against Communism, each pavilion provided 

different services and displays. In the Christian Witness Pavilion, visitors could admire a forty foot 

stained glass window, as well as a short film about “the proclamation of the Gospel” which the 

organizers said was “in a unique new technique, worthy of 21
st
 century forms of communication 

and art.”
46

 The pavilion also offered a daycare service where “within a two-hour span, children will 

encounter eternal truths and significant spiritual values. Through offering a service of child care, it 

is hoped that parents will discover the value of Christian nurture for their children.”
47

 The Christian 

Science Pavilion was lauded as “more practical” than any of the other science being taught at the 

fair, offering a place for visitors to learn about the “spiritual science demonstrated by Christ in the 

healing of sickness and sin.”
48

 Visitors could also listen to news broadcasts provided by Christian 

Science Monitor reporters and missionaries from around the globe.
49

 Finally, the Sermons from 
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 Beeman, 1419, 1416; Gilbert, 308-309. 
44

 Religious language could even be found in descriptions of the “heavenly bodies” of the scantily clad show street girls. 

“Out of This World Fair in Seattle,” 30, 35; Official Souvenir Program: Seattle World’s Fair, 1962, p. 7, box 34, 
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45
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46
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Science pavilion, sponsored by the evangelical Moody Bible Institute, proved to be the most 

popular.
50

 In a three-hundred seat theatre where showings of Moody Institute of Science films 

entertained visitors throughout the rest of the day, George Speake gave two daily performances of 

an act which hoped to “soften the unchurched who were… open to science but closed to religion.”
51

 

His act consisted of crazy scientific experimentation, such as a “million-volt man-made bolt of 

lightning,” concluding that a higher power must be responsible for all the scientific laws governing 

life.
52

 

Beyond the religious language and pavilions, other events at the fair helped drive home the 

messages of education and evangelism. Monthly forums and seminars hosted by “scholars, 

theologians and scientists,” were held, discussing the “physical, biological, and social sciences, and 

the Christian understanding of them.”
53

 By far the largest religious event was when the poster boy 

for evangelism during the Cold War, Billy Graham, visited the fair.  Becoming one of the most 

well-known “holy warriors” of the war, Graham had visited Seattle once before, telling the Seattle 

Times, “The Christian world is fighting for its life against an unholy enemy…Communism is 

supernaturally inspired. An equally inspired Christianity is the only answer to it.”
54

 On a Sunday in 

July 1962, Graham inspired an overflowing crowd at Memorial Stadium by delivering a sermon in 

which he said, “Nearly all scientists of any stature are coming more and more to believe that 

intelligence underlies the universe. They may not call it God, but they know it is there.” Afterwards, 

he urged audience members to “come forward and accept Christ” since “neither America nor Russia 

                                                           
50

 The Institute was created by evangelist Dwight L. Moody, who President Dwight Eisenhower was named after. 

Preston, 443; Status report, 23, Seattle MSS. 
51
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will rule the world of tomorrow, God will.”
55

 In response, almost 2,000 people rushed onto the field 

to confess their sins.
56

  

Besides the evangelical and science-wary messages, Christianity also played a part in trying 

to police morality at the fair and in defining American values from a Christian viewpoint. People 

from all over the country wrote to fair organizers asking that the sale of alcohol and “sex shows” be 

curtailed. The whole world was watching and these vices reflected poorly on America’s traditional 

values. According to state law, alcohol could be sold at the fair every day except Sunday; the 

Methodist Church leader requested that there be no alcohol served at all.
57

 But others, including the 

state attorney general, asked that the restriction on Sunday sales be relaxed so that Seattle “wouldn’t 

appear to be a backward town in the eyes of Eastern visitors.”
58

 Neither were successful in effecting 

change upon the law and alcohol continued to be sold at the fair excepting Sundays. 

Another issue was Show Street and its various performances inspired by Parisian revues. A 

representative from St Matthew’s Catholic Church in Lake City wrote, “Such Pagan displays will 

show the world what they already suspect – that Americans are amoral, materialistic, sex-conscious, 

pleasure-seeking people. What an impression!”
59

 Even Billy Graham had something to say about it: 

at a press conference before his visit to the fair, he said girlie shows were a contributing factor in 

the moral breakdown of America.
60

 Like in the crusade against alcohol, efforts to regulate morality 

were ineffective and most of the shows went unbothered. However, Ewen Dingwall did personally 

close the “Girls of the Galaxy” show as it “did not meet the fair’s standards”: the show consisted of 

girls posing nude on a stage where men could rent cameras and take photos of them.
61
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A few visits to the fair by well-known Russians also sparked a dialogue over religion. The 

Young Men’s Christian Association hosted a lecture by Dr. Nicholas T. Gonchoroff, a “former tank 

commander in the Russian army who has come over to the cause of freedom,” likening American 

democracy and Christianity to freedom. The Soviet Union, which stayed uninvolved in the fair for 

the most part, sent Cosmonaut Gherman Titov who ended up creating quite a stir. Upon his arrival 

he was treated like a celebrity and toured the fair with a crowd of autograph-seekers following him, 

but when asked at a press conference if his space travels “had given him a sense of a divine 

presence or a supreme architect of the universe,” Titov did not answer in the affirmative.
62

 Instead, 

Titov replied, “Sometimes people are saying that God is out there. I was looking around attentively 

all day but I didn’t find anybody there. I saw neither angels nor God.” He went on to explain that 

space flight and rocket ships were feats carried out by man, “so I don’t believe in God. I believe in 

man – in his strengths, his possibilities, and his reason.”
63

 Though the idea of man’s amazing ability 

to harness the power of science and technology harkened back to the major theme of “Man in the 

Space Age,” it denied any role for religion or religious guidance. His comment sparked plenty of 

commentary and controversy; overnight Titov went from a polite and friendly visiting celebrity to a 

godless Communist hell-bent on destroying American freedom. Titov’s remark prompted a 

response from United States astronauts, notably John Glenn who acknowledged, “The God I pray to 

is not small enough that I expect to see him in outer space.”
64

 The uproar that Titov’s comment 

caused speaks to the fears of atheism and Communism found in Cold War America and the 

religious fervor that sprang up to defend against it.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Additionally, Show Street had interesting links to Cold War culture: LeRoy Prinz directed the Backstage USA show 

which showed young women in various stage of undress relaxing in their dressing rooms; he also choreographed The 

Ten Commandments, one of the most iconic Christian movies to come out of the Cold War era. Barbara Bouchet, who 

played Miss Moneypenny in the 1967 Casino Royale, was one of the stars of Backstage USA, until she got kicked out 

for being underage. Becker and Stein, 54, 116. 
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 “Space Man Expounds His Atheism,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, May 7, 1962 as quoted in Becker and Stein, 92. 

WWU does not have access to any Seattle newspapers published during the 1960s which is an absolute travesty. 
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The Cold War was fought on a political and economic level, but at a deeper level it was a 

culture war and America was “God’s country.” Americans united behind religion as both a sword 

and a shield to deflect the foreign enemy. It was also a veritable equal with science, used to combat 

and monitor scientific thought and to waylay fears and uncertainties in the face of dramatic social 

and technological change. The reassuring teachings of Christianity and American values squashed 

fears of science, technology, and Communists alike. All of these beliefs were on display at the 1962 

Seattle World’s Fair, because, as Gilbert so eloquently summarized, “At this grand festival of 

science, religion was as a privileged guest, seated at the head table and the host’s right hand.”
65

  

American religion would change dramatically through the 1960s and some emerging trends 

were evident at the fair. Though the World of Religion exhibit plans fell through, America during 

this time was becoming increasingly tolerant in order to promote freedom against the evil “-isms”: 

racism, fascism, Communism, to name but a few. By the mid-1960s, the religious landscape and the 

tenets and beliefs of mainstream churches were evolving with the changing demographics, values, 

and social mores of American society. Interest in foreign religions, like Buddhism, and New Age 

spiritualism, as well as a new field of religious teachings known as secular theology, would take off. 

The fair itself and its progressive futuristic 21
st
 century messages would be used by religious groups 

in their civil rights campaigns, anti-war protests, and nuclear freeze movements.
66

  But more 

conservative religious views would also be borne of these circumstances: tied up with anti-

Communism and pro-war politics, the later 1960s would mark the beginnings of the New Right 

which would dominate the American religious scene in the 1980s.
67
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 Becker and Stein, 319. 
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 Campaigns in the 1960s included slogans like “End Racism, Abolish War, and Live in the 21
st
 Century!” Duncan, 90.  
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 See Mark Stoll, “Crusaders Against Communism, Witnesses for Peace: Religion in the American West and the Cold 

War,” The Cold War American West, 1945-1989, ed. Kevin J. Fernlund (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico 

Press, 1998), 119-137. 
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Religion in America and at the Century 21 Expo remains a complicated and incredibly 

immense topic that if fully explored would vastly exceed the page limits of this assignment. 

Religion during the Cold War was multifaceted, being used both to fight Communists and to 

advocate for social welfare. While mid-century Christianity became increasingly more tolerant, it 

also gave birth to one of the most conservative religious movements the 20
th

 century had seen. The 

roots of this legacy can be seen at Seattle’s Century 21 Expo. Religion played a significant role in 

guiding and defining Americans faced with an onslaught of scientific, technological, and foreign 

influences. The fact that three different Christian pavilions and the various events associated with 

them even existed, and were highly regarded and widely attended by fairgoers, speaks to the 

importance of religion and the respect afforded to it by Cold War Americans.  

  


